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By Nancy Janes : Night Rumbles  expect cool mornings bright sun a warm afternoon and low humidity the speed of 
sound in air is considerably less than the speed of light it is therefore possible to calculate the distance of a storm 
provided you can observe the Night Rumbles: 
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1 of 1 review helpful Very good By Lucidity I must admit that I was a little unsure of what to expect when I first 
started ldquo Night Rumbles rdquo simply because I hadn rsquo t read any of author Nancy Janes rsquo s prior work 
But I decided to keep an open mind and now that I rsquo ve just finished the read I can definitely say that I rsquo m 
glad I chose to do so ndash as the book has not only left me impressed b On the planet Lydo a nineteen year old 
research student at the Academy named Brad enters the Netherworld to research its little known inhabitants The caveat 
he will lose his memory and his form Waking up in the town of Nofer in Daganland Brad enters into a world ruled by 
a Tyrant It is a planet of darkness where the inhabitants live and work by night Socialization and friendships are 
forbidden except in the formal setting of work related activities Brad Night Rumbles is a cute creative allegorical tale 
Nancy Janes writes a similar yet lighter account of C S Lewis Screwtape Letters nbsp nbsp nbsp Readers Favorite May 
10 2015Night Rumbles proves a satisfying read that 
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